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Abstract 

 

The Effects of Phonological, Semantic, and Hybrid Associates on 

Accurate Recall and False Memories of Adults Who Stutter: A 

Preliminary Study 

Amy Leigh Delahoussaye, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Courtney Byrd 

 

There are data to suggest that the phonological representations of young children who 
stutter are less specified than their typically fluent peers. The purpose of the present study 
is to determine if this apparent difference in phonological encoding persists in adults who 
stutter.  Utilizing a false memory paradigm, nine adults who stutter (AWS) were asked to 
listen to and then recall/produce 12 lists of 12 words each. Each word list was comprised 

of either semantic, phonological or an equal number of semantic and phonological 
associates of a single, unpresented, critical ‘lure’ word. Three parameters of recall 
performance were measured across these three conditions: 1) number of accurately 

recalled productions, 2) number of lure intrusions and 3) number of other intrusions. 
AWS produced significantly more accurate recalls in the semantic condition than either 

the hybrid or phonological conditions, and significantly more lure intrusions in the 
phonological and hybrid conditions than the semantic condition, but there was no 

significant difference on measures of other intrusions. These results extend the findings 
with young children who stutter, and indicate that the phonological representations are 

less robust than the semantic representations in the lexicon of AWS.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 Past research has suggested subclinical to clinical differences in phonology may 

uniquely contribute to the difficulties children who stutter have maintaining/establishing 

fluent speech production (e.g., Anderson & Byrd, 2008; Byrd, Conture & Ohde, 2007; 

Louko, Edwards & Conture, 1990; Paden, Yairi & Ambrose, 1999; Wijnen & Boers, 

1994). The majority of the research that has been completed to date has focused on 

children who stutter (CWS), with a relative paucity of data examining the phonological 

performance of adults who stutter (AWS). The present study aims to explore whether the 

less robust phonological representations that have been demonstrated in young CWS 

persist in AWS.  
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Chapter 2: Abbreviated Review of the Literature 

PHONOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES 

Comorbidity rates of phonological and fluency disorders have been studied by a 

number of researchers. While there is variability in the research, there appear to be higher 

rates of phonological disorders in CWS than in children who do not stutter (CWNS), 

suggesting a possible interaction between phonology and stuttering. For example, 

Cantwell and Baker (1985) reported the prevalence of phonological disorders among 

CWS to be as high as 1/3 or 33%; a number that is markedly higher than the 2%-6% 

prevalence of phonological disorders among CWNS. To further examine the existence 

and also the nature of this concomitance pattern, Louko, Edwards, and Conture (1990) 

compared 30 CWS and 30 age- and sex- matched peers (CWNS) (28 boys, 2 girls; age 

range: 2;5-6;11 with an average age of 4;6) on measures of phonological processes (e.g., 

cluster reduction, velar fronting, stopping, gliding, etc.). The CWS as a group produced 

more types and also a higher frequency of typical phonological processes. The CWS also 

produced atypical phonological processes (e.g., glottal replacement, backing, and 

lateralization) whereas the CWNS did not.  Louko et al. (1990) further noted that 12 of 

the 30 CWS (40%) examined displayed disordered phonology in the form of age-

inappropriate and/or atypical phonological processes as compared to only 2 of the 30 

CWNS (7%). This finding further supports the notion that there may be a unique 

relationship between stuttering and phonology.  

Paden et al. (1999) completed a longitudinal investigation of 85 children who 

stutter; the study began when the children were at or near onset of stuttering and, at that 
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time, all children demonstrated a concomitant phonological disorder. Twenty-two of the 

children persisted in stuttering 48 months post onset, whereas the other 62 recovered 

without intervention before 48 months post onset. The children who persisted in 

stuttering also persisted in their phonological delay suggesting that continued difficulty 

with phonological encoding contributes to continued difficulty establishing and/or 

maintaining fluent speech.   

More recently, Byrd, Conture and Ohde (2007) explored this potential 

relationship between stuttering and phonology by examining the shift from holistic to 

incremental processing in CWS versus CWNS; a shift thought to be critical to the 

phonological and lexical organization and one that is needed to support fluent, accurate 

speech production (Brooks & MacWhinney, 2000). Twenty-six CWS and 26 age and sex 

matched CWNS (each group was divided into two age-based subgroups: 3 and 5 year 

olds) completed a picture naming task comprised of three conditions: 1) a neutral prime 

consisting of a beep, 2) an incremental prime consisting of the initial sound of the target 

word, and 3) a holistic prime consisting of the latter part of the word, that is, all of the 

word except for the initial sound. For CWNS, speech reaction time was significantly 

faster in the holistic condition than in the incremental condition at age 3, but significantly 

faster in the incremental condition at age 5. In contrast, CWS displayed a significantly 

faster speech reaction time in the holistic condition at both 3 and 5 years of age. These 

results indicate a delay in the shift from holistic to incremental processing in CWS as 

compared to CWNS. Such a delay may result in less specified phonological 

representations in the mental lexicon of CWS.  
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Anderson and Byrd (2008) further examined the robustness of the phonological 

representations of CWS by analyzing the influence of phonotactic probability on stuttered 

speech. Based on Storkel’s (2004) research with children with speech sound disorders, 

they compared the stuttered versus fluent words produced in the spontaneous speech 

samples of 19 preschool aged children with the hypothesis being that words that are of 

high phonotactic probability (i.e., compromised of more commonly co-occurring sound 

segments) would be less likely to be stuttered than words of low phonotactic probability 

(i.e., less commonly co-occurring sound segments). However, the researchers found that 

there were no differences in phonotactic probability properties between fluent and 

disfluent words produced. These findings are similar to that of Storkel’s (2004) research 

with children with speech sound disorders.  

Storkel (2004) examined the production accuracy of words that were high versus 

low phonotactic probability and found that, unlike typically developing children who 

produced more errors on words of low than of high phonotactic probability, children with 

speech sound disorders did not differ in their error production relative to the phonotactic 

nature of the word. Storkel hypothesized that her findings suggest that the phonological 

representations of children with speech sound disorders are less specified. Although 

speech sound errors and speech disfluency are not the same behavior, this apparent lack 

of distinction between high and low phonotactic probability in children who stutter as 

demonstrated by Anderson and Byrd (2008) further supports the notion of reduced 

sensitivity to segmental detail. That is, rather than low probability sequences being more 
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prone to errors or disfluency, all sound sequences are similarly susceptible to disfluency 

as probabilistic differentiation is not available during sub-lexical planning.  

The previous studies suggesting a critical connection between stuttering and 

phonology are limited to children; however, there has been a study that lends support to 

the notion that, similar to CWS, the phonological representations of AWS may also be 

less robust. In specific, Wijnen and Boers (1994) compared nine adults who stutter 

(AWS) and nine adults who do not stutter (AWNS) (8 men and 1 woman per group, age 

range= 20-35 years) on a phonological priming task. Participants were asked to memorize 

pairs of non-words. In the first condition (the “homogenous” condition), the words to be 

memorized were phonologically related, in the second (the “heterogeneous” condition) 

the words were not phonologically related. There was a homogenous and heterogeneous 

condition for two sets of nonwords – the first set was comprised of words related by the 

first consonant (called the C condition) and the second set was comprised of words 

related by both the initial consonant and the vowel following it (called the CV condition).  

Both fluency groups displayed a priming effect, that is, both the AWS and the 

AWNS were significantly faster to respond in the homogenous condition than in the 

heterogeneous condition. In addition, although AWS did display a priming effect, they 

were still slower (on average 31 ms slower) to respond. Perhaps the most important 

finding was the difference in the priming effect for the C condition words between the 

AWS and the AWNS. For AWS, the average priming effect was 10 ms while for AWNS 

the average priming effect was 52 ms, resulting in a significant difference in naming 

speed of 42 ms. There was similar trend for the CV condition (32 ms difference).  These 
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findings demonstrate that AWNS receive significantly more benefit from phonologically 

related segmental primes than AWS. Thus, it appears that, similar to CWS, the 

phonological representations of AWS may also be less specified. However, additional 

research is needed to lend further support to this assumption. 
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Chapter 3: Basis of the Present Study 

WEAK PHONOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS 

 Storkel (2004) argues that the better able the child is at accessing the segmental 

information in words, the stronger the connection between the semantic and the 

phonological representation. She further argues that a delay in making these connections 

is one that will result in reduced connectivity that persists over time; an argument that 

supports the hypothesis for the present study that the less robust phonological 

representations identified in young children will persist into adulthood. If the lexicon of 

AWS contains weak phonological representations, then those representations will not be 

effectively linked to their semantic counter parts. 

In specific, when children make the shift from holistic to incremental processing, 

the lexicon begins to be ordered both semantically and phonologically. When one word is 

activated (e.g., apple) words that are semantically and phonologically similar (fruit, 

orange, red and ape, apply, pull) are also activated. These areas of related words are 

called lexical neighborhoods (Watson, Balota & Roediger, 2003). In an immature lexicon 

wherein the shift from holistic to incremental processing has not yet occurred and/or was 

significantly delayed, the words would be ordered phonologically and semantically, but 

the link between the two would not be strong resulting in a disorganized lexicon.  

TESTING THE INTEGRITY OF THE LEXICON 

To test the integrity of lexical organization in AWS, we will employ a technique 

that uses the lexical neighborhoods to create false memories. For this type of task, a root 
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word considered to be the center of the phonological or semantic neighborhood is chosen 

(Watson et al., 2001 & Watson et al, 2003). This root word is called the lure word (e.g., 

right). A list of six of its phonological associates (e.g., tight, rye, night) and six semantic 

associates (e.g., correct, accurate, angle) are then presented to the subject in alternating 

order (e.g., tight, correct, rye, accurate, night, angle). Pure lists of 12 phonological and 12 

semantic associates will also be presented. We hypothesize that AWS will produce more 

accurately recalled productions in the semantic condition than in the phonological 

condition because the phonological representations are not as robust as the semantic 

representations and thus will not be as likely to yield accurate memories.  
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Chapter 4: Method 

PARTICIPANTS 

 Nine participants were recruited to participate in the current study through the 

University of Texas Speech and Hearing Center (UTSHC), the local Austin National 

Stuttering Association Chapter and contacts of graduate students at the University of 

Texas at Austin. All participants were paid for their participation. Approval for the 

completion of this study was provided by the University of Texas at Austin Institutional 

Review Board and informed consent was obtained for each participant. Participant 

characteristics and performance on standardized test measures are summarized in Table 

1. 

Classification and Inclusion Data 

Diagnosis as a stutterer 

 AWS were diagnosed with stuttering by the clinical supervisor who specializes in 

fluency at the UTSHC and the diagnoses were confirmed by the supervisor of this thesis, 

who is also a fluency specialist. The following criteria had to be met in order to be 

diagnosed as a stutterer: 1) a disfluency count of 10% or more total disfluencies and 3% 

stuttering like disfluencies with 72% or more of the total disfluencies being stuttering; 2) 

duration, iterations and clustering of disfluencies that are characteristic of stuttered 

speech; 3) self-report as a stutterer with onset prior to age 7; and 4) attitudinal variables 

considered to be reflective of stuttering.   
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Hearing, speech, and language abilities  

Before the experimental task was completed, participants were administered 

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-fourth edition (PPVT-4), Expressive Vocabulary Test 

second edition (EVT-2) and the Memory for Digit and Nonword Repetition subtests of 

the Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing (CTOPP) to assess expressive and 

receptive language as well as phonological skills, respectively.  In order to be included in 

the current study, all participants were required to be within the normal range on all test 

scores.        

MATERIALS 

  Word lists were selected from Watson, Balota, and Sergent-Marshall (2001). 

Forty-eight lists were used, each with 12 words. Lists were centered on 12 different 

critical lure words. For each word, 4 lists of 12 words each were developed:  12 

Table 1. Participant characteristics for AWS.  

Participant 
Code 

Age Gender Severity PPVT EVT CTOPP (MD) CTOPP (NR) 

AWS 1 44 male moderate RS 191 
SS 106 

RS 173 
SS 116 

*** *** 

AWS 2 23 female moderate RS 200 
SS 140 

RS 175 
SS 129 

RS 32 
SS 6 

RS 13 
SS 9 

AWS 3 19 male severe RS 189 
SS 120 

RS 172 
SS 134 

RS 25 
SS 9 

RS 14 
SS 10 

AWS 4 38 male moderate RS 186 
SS 101 

RS 155 
SS 100 

RS 30 
SS 7 

RS 12 
SS 8 

AWS 6 22 male mild RS 183 
SS 107 

RS 158 
SS 109 

*** *** 

AWS 7 40 male severe RS 165 
SS 116 

RS 193 
SS 122 

RS 15 
SS 16 

RS 10 
SS 7 

AWS 8 27 male moderate RS 190 
SS 107 

RS 162 
SS 106 

*** *** 

AWS 9 26 male severe *** *** RS 28.82 
SS 75 

RS 13 
SS 8 

Note: PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-III (Lloyd M. Dunn and Leota M. Dunn 1997). 
CTOPP = Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing (Richard K. Wagner, Joseph K. Torgesen and Carol A. Rashotte 
1999). RD = Rapid Digit Naming Subtest. NR = Nonword Repetition Subtest. 
EVT = Expressive Vocabulary Test (Kathleen T. Williams 1997). 
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phonological associates for the phonological condition, 12 semantic associates for the 

semantic condition, and 6 semantic associates interleaved with 6 phonological associates, 

formed ‘hybrid’ lists. Two hybrid lists for each lure word were used; one hybrid list in 

which the first word was a phonological associate, the second was a semantic associate 

and so on in alternating order. In the second hybrid list, the first word was a semantic 

associate and the second was a phonological, and this pattern again alternated within that 

list. In total, there were three different sets of lists of semantic associates, three different 

sets of lists of phonological associates, three different sets of lists of hybrid associates 

beginning with a semantic associate, and three different sets of lists of hybrid associates 

beginning with a phonological associate. Each set contained four lists of twelve words. 

Each participant was administered one set from each list type, resulting in a total of 12 

lists (3 lists per set x 4 list types). 

In addition to these within list alternating patterns, the semantic, phonological and 

hybrid lists were presented to each subject in a counterbalancing order.  Score sheets 

were created for each set of words (four lists made up each set) and labeled with the type 

of associates included in the lists and a letter (A-C) to differentiate between the sets of 

words. Copies of all blank score sheets as well as the participant protected score sheets 

used during this study can be found in Appendices 3 and 4, respectively. 

A female native English speaker with a standard American accent recorded the 

stimuli using a digital Zoom H4 recorder in a soundproof booth. The recording was 

segmented into individual sound files, each containing one word list. Intelligibility of the 

spoken words was verified by asking three research assistants blind to the purpose of the 
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study to listen to and write down all words from the 12 lists. All three research assistants 

correctly identified all list words. 

PROCEDURE 

Participants were tested individually in a sound treated room designed to 

minimize ambient noise. Each list was presented in auditory form from a Dell computer 

using Windows Media Player through KRK RP5 G2 Rokit Powered 5 Generation 

speakers. During administration of the task, the participant was seated in a chair facing 

the speaker which was approximately 2 feet away. The examiner sat by the participant 

and faced the computer screen.  

Prior to the presentation of the experimental lists, participants were presented with 

3 trial lists (semantic, phonological and hybrid) to ensure they understood the nature and 

requirements of the experimental tasks. For the experimental task participants were 

presented with 12 lists of words, 4 lists in each condition (semantic, phonological, 

hybrid). The two types of hybrid lists were alternated between participants such that each 

participant heard one type of hybrid list. The order of the sets of lists was 

counterbalanced across participants. As mentioned above, each set of lists was labeled 

with the type of associate it contained as well as a letter, A, B, or C. To 

facilitate/document counterbalanced sets across participants, a counterbalancing sheet 

was created (see Appendix 2). For example, the first participant heard the set of semantic 

associates labeled A, the set of phonological associates labeled B, and the set of hybrid 

associates beginning with a semantic associate labeled C, while the second participant 

heard the set of semantic associates labeled B, the set of phonological associates labeled 
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C, and the set of hybrid associates beginning with a phonological associate labeled A.  

This resulted in each participant hearing three sets of lists with no two participants 

hearing the same three sets of lists.  

Prior to the presentation of the lists, participants were told that after each 

individual list was presented, he or she would be asked to verbally repeat all of the 

presented words he or she could remember. The examiner marked the recalled words on 

the score sheet, as well as the lure word, and wrote in any other false memories and 

disfluencies produced as the participant said them aloud. After the participant stated that 

he or she could not recall any more items for that particular list, the next list was 

presented.  
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Chapter 5: Results 

 
The purpose of this study was to further our knowledge of the organization of the 

mental lexicon of persons who stutter through the use of a false memory paradigm. Five 

sets of analyses were performed. The first set of analyses explored the difference in recall 

accuracy across the phonological, semantic and hybrid conditions. The second set of 

analyses explored whether there was a primacy or recency effect relative to the accurately 

recalled productions within each of these conditions. The third set of analyses explored 

whether or not the production of the critical lure differed among the three conditions. The 

fourth set of analyses explored whether or not the number of intrusions (false memories 

produced that were not the critical lure) differed across the conditions. The fifth and final 

set of analyses were descriptive and explored whether the production of stuttered speech 

differed and also if the type of intrusion errors produced differed relative to the condition.  

RECALL ACROSS CONDITIONS 

 Summary results for the mean number of words that were accurately 

recalled/produced across the three conditions are presented in Figure 1 and also in Table 

2.  A Repeated Measures ANOVA was completed with number of accurately 

recalled/produced words as the dependent variable, condition (i.e., phonologic, semantic, 

and hybrid) as the within-subjects factor. There was a significant main effect for 

condition F(2,14)= 14.524, p < .0001, partial eta2 = 0.675 indicating that the number of 

correct recalls significantly varied across the three conditions. Follow-up pairwise 

comparisons revealed that the participants accurately recalled more words in the semantic 
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condition than the phonological t(7)= -4.594, p = .003 and also the hybrid condition t(7)= 

3.518, p = .010. No significant difference in recall performance was found between the 

phonological and the hybrid condition (p = .100).  

Table 2. Summary of performance across conditions. 

 Phonological 
Condition 

Semantic 
Condition 

Hybrid 
Condition 

Mean Number Correct 16.8 23.75 18.625 

Standard Deviation of Number 
Correct 

2.19 4.43 2.88 

Mean Number Lure Intrusions 1 0.25 1.875 

Standard Deviation of Lure 
Intrusions 

.76 .46 1.25 

Mean Number Other Intrusions 1 .75 1.25 

Standard Deviation of Other 
Intrusions 

1.4 .46 1.16 

Mean Number Stuttered .375 1.875 1.125 

Standard Deviation of Number 
Stuttered 

.74 2.3 1.25 

Figure 1. Mean number of accurate recalls in the phonological, semantic and hybrid 
conditions. 
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PRIMACY/RECENCY EFFECTS 

For the analysis of participant performance on the first (i.e., primacy), middle, and 

last (i.e., recency) words heard, each condition had 16 potential productions to average 

within the “first four” presented, 16 within the “middle four”, and 16 within the “last 

four”.  Table 3 provides the mean number of accurate productions within the first four 

words presented, the middle four, and the last four for each of the four lists per condition.  

Table 3. Mean number of accurate productions. 

 First Four Second Four Third Four 
Phonological 

Condition 
4.25 3.375 8.75 

Semantic Condition 9.75 5.5 9.75 
Hybrid Condition 4.5 4 10.125 

 

Phonological condition  

A repeated measures ANOVA was completed to determine if the mean number of 

accurately recalled words differed in terms of the order of presentation in the 

phonological condition. The analysis yielded a main effect relative to whether the 

accurately recalled words were the first four, the middle four or the  last four words 

presented, F (2,14) =12.978, p = .001, partial eta squared =  .650.  

Follow-up pairwise comparisons indicated that there was no significant difference 

in mean number of accurate recalls between the first four versus the middle four words 

presented. However, the participants demonstrated significantly higher recall of the last 

four than both the first four, t(7) = -3.719, p = .007 and the middle four words presented, 

t(7) = -3.800, p = .007.  
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Semantic condition  

A repeated measures ANOVA was completed to determine if the mean number of 

accurately recalled words differed in terms of the order of presentation in the semantic 

condition with results again indicating a main effect for order of presentation F (2,14) = 

7.148, p = .007, partial eta squared = .505. Follow-up pairwise comparisons indicated that 

in contrast to the phonological condition, there was no significant difference in the 

number of accurately recalled words that were presented in the first four versus the last 

four in the semantic condition. In addition, the participants recalled significantly more 

words from the first four, t(7) = 6.859, p < .0001, and the last four, t(7) = -2.773, p = 

.028, in comparison to those from the middle four.   

Hybrid condition 

A final repeated measures ANOVA was completed to determine if the mean 

number of accurately recalled words differed in terms of the order of presentation in the 

hybrid condition. Results from this analysis were similar to what was reported for the 

phonological condition. First, there was a main effect relative to whether the accurately 

recalled words were the first four, the middle four or the  last four words presented, F 

(2,14) =11.145, p = .001, partial eta squared =  .614. Follow-up pairwise comparisons 

indicated that there was no significant difference in mean number of accurate recalls 

between the first four versus the middle four words presented. However, the participants 

demonstrated significantly higher recall of the last four than both the first four, t(7) = -

3.192, p = .015 and the middle four words presented, t(7) = -4.240, p = .004. 
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Production of critical lure 

Summary results for the production of the critical lure across the three conditions 

are presented in Table 2. A Repeated Measures ANOVA was completed with the number 

of times the critical lure was produced across the three conditions as the dependent 

variable, and condition (i.e., phonologic, semantic, and hybrid) as the within-subjects 

factor. There was a main effect for condition with the number of critical lures produced 

varying significantly across the conditions F(2,14)= 6.489, p = .010, partial eta2 = 0.481.  

Follow- up pairwise comparisons revealed that there were more critical lures 

produced in the phonological condition than the semantic condition t(7)= 2.393, p = .048. 

There were also more critical lures produced in the hybrid than the semantic condition 

t(7)= -3.265, p = .014. No significant difference in critical lure production was found 

between the phonological and the hybrid condition (p = .133). 

Production of other intrusions 

Summary results for the production of non-lure intrusions across the three 

conditions are presented in Table 2. A Repeated Measures ANOVA was completed with 

the number of intrusions as the dependent variable, and condition (i.e., phonologic, 

semantic, and hybrid) as the within-subjects factor. There was no significant difference in 

the amount of other intrusions produced among the three conditions (p = .637). 

Additional sample characteristics 

 Speech Fluency  

 Summary results for the number of productions that were stuttered within the 

three conditions are presented in Table 4. There were no intrusions or critical lures that 
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were produced disfluently, thus, the data in the table reflects accurate productions that 

were produced disfluently across the conditions.  

Table 4. Disfluencies by condition. 

 phonological associates semantic 
associates

hybrid 
associates 

Number Stuttered 3 15 9 
Mean Number 

Stuttered 0.38 1.88 1.125 

 

Errors   

 Summary results for types of errors produced are presented in Table 5. Errors 

were not further analyzed because the number of intrusions was not sufficient for 

meaningful analysis. 

Table 5. Error types by condition. 

 phonological 
condition

semantic 
condition

hybrid 
condition 

Number Lure Intrusions 8 2 15 
Number Phonological 

Intrusions 6 0 7 

Number Semantic Intrusions 0 2 1 
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Chapter 6: Discussion 

The present study yielded the following three main results: 1) both the 

phonological and hybrid conditions produced significantly more false memories of the 

lure word than the semantic conditions (there being no significant difference between the 

former two conditions), 2) for overall recall, AWS produced significantly more 

accurately recalled productions in the semantic condition than in the phonological or 

hybrid conditions (with again, there being no significant difference between the latter two 

conditions) and 3) while the semantic condition showed both primacy and recency 

effects, the hybrid and phonological conditions showed only recency effects as the AWS 

demonstrated equal difficulty with the first and middle portions of the lists.   

PRODUCTION OF FALSE MEMORIES 

To review, the production of a false memory of a lure word is the result of a 

source error. Initially, the lure word is activated based on its close relationship to the 

words in the list; it is then produced as a ‘memory’ because the participant cannot 

distinguish between the item-specific information he or she encoded initially and the 

highly activated word (Watson et al. 2001; Watson et al. 2003). When a word is strongly 

activated, the participant presents with more reliable recall and, therefore, fewer false 

memories. Words that are more strongly activated are considered to have more robust 

representations in the lexicon. 

Past research (Watson et Al., 2001; Watson et al., 2003) demonstrates that, with 

typically developing adults, hybrid lists produce significantly more false memories than 
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either phonological or semantic lists. This is thought to be due to the converging 

activation of semantic and phonological associates on a single lure word.  The AWS 

performed similarly in that they produced a higher number of lure intrusions in the hybrid 

condition, but they also produced more intrusions in the phonological condition with no 

difference between the two conditions.  Further, the critical lure as well as other 

intrusions occurred more in the hybrid and phonological conditions than they did in the 

semantic condition. That is, when presented with the task of recalling a list of several 

phonologically related words as opposed to the list of semantically related words, the 

AWS had significant difficulty differentiating between true and false memories. These 

findings suggest that the semantic condition allowed the AWS to have the most success 

in both recalling presented words and not producing lure words (in so doing 

demonstrating the ability to parse out words activated only by spreading activation.) In 

other words the initial encoding of the phonologically related words produced weaker 

activation than the words in the semantically related condition.  

MEAN NUMBER OF ACCURATELY RECALLED WORDS.  

 No control group was used in the present study; however, past research (Watson 

et al., 2001 & Watson et al, 2003) has shown that AWNS recall more words in the 

semantic condition and less in the phonological and hybrid conditions. The AWS in the 

present study performed similarly in that they remembered significantly fewer presented 

words in the phonological and hybrid conditions than in the semantic condition. In the 

hybrid condition AWS remembered more words than in the phonological condition, 

though the difference in recall was not significant and the increased recall was likely 
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related to the inclusion of the semantic associates. In other words, in the phonological and 

hybrid conditions, encoding of the phonologically related words led to a reduced memory 

of the presented words whereas in the semantic condition, the relatedness of the words in 

the list appeared to assist in recall. 

PRIMACY VERSUS RECENCY EFFECTS 

 Past research with AWNS indicates that they are equally more accurate at recall 

of words presented at the beginning and the end of the list than they are for words in the 

middle of the list regardless of the list condition (e.g., semantic or phonological) (Tan and 

Ward, 2000; Murdock, 1962). By comparison, the primacy versus recency effects varied 

for the AWS in the present study depending on the condition.  

In specific, the AWS demonstrated significant primacy and recency effects in the 

semantic condition; they recalled the same amount of words from the beginning and the 

end and also significantly more words from the beginning and the end than from the 

middle. This finding demonstrates that AWS are able to hold semantic representations in 

their memory and produce reliable memories.  

In contrast, in the phonological condition, the first words presented were as 

difficult to recall as the middle words presented, as they were significantly better at 

recalling words from the end of the list than the beginning or middle. Similarly, in the 

hybrid condition, like in the phonological condition, AWS displayed only recency effects, 

remembering words at the end of the list with much greater frequency than those 

presented either at the beginning or in the middle of the list. This indicates that the 

inclusion of six phonological associates within the hybrid condition was enough to 
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disrupt recall performance relative to presentation of the words.  In other words, in both 

the phonological and the hybrid condition, AWS were unable to hold words from the 

beginning of the list in their memory as well as they did in the semantic condition.  

Taken together, these findings appear to provide meaningful support to the notion 

that there is a weakness in the phonological representation of words in the lexicon of 

AWS. 

In summary, AWS were able to use the semantic relationship of the words to 

facilitate more reliable memories and remember more words than in the phonological and 

hybrid conditions. The semantic relationship served to enhance memory, and as the 

phonological representations for semantically-related words were not similar, they did 

not produce the competition effects as seen in the phonological condition. Robust 

semantic representations led to accurate and reliable memories and effective 

differentiation between words activated by memory and those activated by spreading 

activation whereas less specified phonological representations had the opposite effect.  

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 In this section, issues that warrant further research will be reviewed, as well as 

issues that may have significantly compromised the findings of the present study.  

Speech disfluency    

Overall frequency of disfluencies produced during this task was low (N = 27 

across the three conditions). In general, AWS stuttered most in the semantic condition, 

followed by the hybrid condition and then the phonological condition. While these data 

may indicate a relationship between moments of disfluency and condition, the present 
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study did not yield enough moments of disfluency for meaningful analysis due to the 

small sample size. Future research with a larger number of participants could investigate 

whether there is a relationship between the number of speech disfluencies produced and 

the accuracy of recall in each of the conditions. However, such exploration would likely 

have to be exclusive to adults who present with severe stuttering as stuttering is typically 

significantly reduced during tasks that require single word productions (See Bloodstein & 

Bernstein Ratner 2008 for review).  

Error analysis 

Similar to the production of disfluencies, error intrusions (aside from the critical 

lure) were infrequent (N = 16 across the three conditions). However, when they occurred 

they tended to be characteristic of the words presented within that condition. For 

example, in the phonological condition, intrusions were related phonologically while in 

the semantic condition errors were related semantically. Although exploring the 

production of errors will undoubtedly provide valuable insight into the lexical 

organization of AWS, there were not enough error intrusion to yield meaningful results. 

A larger sample size would assist in providing an adequate amount of errors for 

meaningful analysis. 

Control Group  

 Past research has provided a baseline of the performance of AWNS on the false 

memory paradigm and theoretically could be used as a general marker for comparison for 

the performance of the AWS in the present study, but a significantly more meaningful 

analysis would be possible if we were to test AWNS using the same paradigm, materials, 
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and environment used in the present study. AWNS should be age and gender matched 

and also in terms of their language skills to the AWS participants in the present study. 

Children who stutter  

The present study explored the lexicon of adults whose stuttering had persisted 

since childhood. An examination of children near onset of stuttering using the same 

paradigm would shed further light as to whether the differences seen in AWS are present 

and also possibly more significant in CWS.  

In addition, past research (Byrd et al. 2007) indicates a phonological encoding 

delay in CWS. Therefore, it would be of use to compare AWS to CWNS to further 

explore the impact/persistence of this subclinical difference. In early development of the 

lexicon, all children have less robust phonological representations. Analyzing the patterns 

of change in CWS to AWS and CWNS to AWNS would likely yield meaningful insights 

to phonological differences relative to development.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

Results from the present study suggest that AWS have a stronger activation 

pattern for the semantic representation of words than for the phonological representation.  

Further, semantic associates appear to aid in retrieval of accurately recalled productions 

while phonological associates do not, and may yield more false memories because the 

AWS do not appear to have the necessary level of specification to their phonological 

representations for the correct one to be selected from among its competitors. However, 

additional research using this same design is needed with both children and adults who 

stutter in comparison to age/gender/vocabulary matched peers to allow for a better 

understanding of the potentially unique meaningfulness of these findings relative to the 

lexicon of persons who stutter.  
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Appendix	1:	Word	Lists	
Hybrid Beginning with a Phonological Associate 
 
wet vet damp wheat splash west humid wed dripping net moist welt sponge 
bad had rotten bat worse bud severe dad awful bid evil ad horrible 
doll doll throw bail bowling wall play bald soccer tall catch bell moth 
car char drive care wreck card motor cot truck par accident cart tire 
dog log puppy dug mutt bog beware daub tail dock animal fog poodle 
face fake expression fuss eyes lace wrinkle fain cheek case mask fame beard 
right tight perfect rife accurate bright justify ripe turn rat answer white wrong 
man can guy main boss tan lady mean fellow van bachelor mat con 
pen pan paper hen eraser pawn writing fen Bic when mark pine pal 
rain train drench ran hail pain dew raise storm bane wind rate acid 
mail meal deliver mate bills hail send mall express veil zip mole envelope 
top mop peak tap over chop summit tock zenith hop spin taupe ceiling 

 
Hybrid Beginning with a Semantic Associate 
 

wet slipper
y 

watt paint pet dry bet water well soak let saturate wit 

bad good lad harmful bag villain band trouble bide terrible pad corrupt bed 
doll bounce bile basket balk golf fall tennis pall round bill pitch all 
car auto call engine are garage carp van core crash scar trunk far 
dog hound dodge bite hog pet doff bone cog cat dawn paw dig 
face mouth vase nose faith frown fail makeup ace head fate moustache race 
right correct rye equal night fair rile left bite angle rot mistake rice 
man woman moon sir fan super pan person map mister ran uncle mad 
pen ink then marker ken pencil pain notebook peg point ben scribble pun 
rain umbrel

la 
main weather wren cloud rave pour brain thunder raid puddle range 

mail stamp nail receive mile letters make fax sail post mill address maid 
top bottom stop hill tup roof bop pinnacle cop apex tape above pop 

 
Phonological Associates 
 

wet vet watt wheat pet west bet wed well net let welt wit 
bad had lad bat bag bud band dad bide bid pad ad bed 
doll doll bile bail balk wall fall bald pall tall bill bell all 
car char call care are card carp cot core par scar cart far 
dog log dodge dug hog bog doff daub cog dock dawn fog dig 
face fake vase fuss faith lace fail fain ace case fate fame race 
right tight rye rife night bright rile ripe bite rat rot white rice 
man can moon main fan tan pan mean map van ran mat mad 
pen pan then hen ken pawn pain fen peg when ben pine pun 
rain train main ran wren pain rave raise brain bane raid rate range 
mail meal nail mate mile hail make mall sail veil mill mole maid 
top mop stop tap tup chop bop tock cop hop tape taupe pop 

 
Semantic Associates 
 
wet slippery damp paint splash dry humid water dripping soak moist saturate sponge 
bad good rotten harmful worse villain severe trouble awful terrible Evil corrupt horrible 
doll bounce throw basket bowling golf play tennis soccer round catch pitch moth 
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car auto drive engine wreck garage motor van truck crash accident trunk tire 
dog hound puppy bite mutt pet beware bone tail cat animal paw poodle 
face mouth expression nose eyes frown wrinkle makeup cheek head Mask moustache beard 
right correct perfect equal accurate fair justify left turn angle answer mistake wrong 
man woman guy sir boss super lady person fellow mister bachelor uncle con 
pen ink paper marker eraser pencil writing notebook Bic point Mark scribble pal 
rain umbrella drench weather hail cloud dew pour storm thunder Wind puddle acid 
mail stamp deliver receive bills letters send fax express post Zip address envelope
top bottom peak hill over roof summit pinnacle zenith apex Spin above ceiling 
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Appendix	2:	Counterbalancing	sheet	

 
 
PARTICIPANT ID FALSE MEMORY ORDER DATE OF TESTING 
AWS1 SEM-A PHO-B HSP-C  
AWS2 SEM-A PHO-B HPS-C  
AWS3 SEM-A PHO-C HSP-B  
AWS4 SEM-A PHO-C HPS-B  
AWS5 SEM-B PHO-A HSP-C  
AWS6 SEM-B PHO-A HPS-C  
AWS7 SEM-B PHO-C HSP-A  
AWS8 SEM-B PHO-C HPS-A  
AWS9 SEM-C PHO-A HSP-B  
AWS10 SEM-C PHO-A HPS-B  
AWS11 SEM-C PHO-B HSP-A  
AWS12 SEM-C PHO-B HPS-A  
AWS13 PHO-B SEM-A HSP-C  
AWS14 PHO-B SEM-A HPS-C  
AWS15 PHO-C SEM-A HSP-B  
AWS16 PHO-C SEM-A HPS-B  
AWS17 PHO-A SEM-B HSP-C  
AWS18 PHO-A SEM-B HPS-C  
AWS19 PHO-C SEM-B HSP-A  
AWS20 PHO-C SEM-B HPS-A  
AWS21 PHO-A SEM-C HSP-B  
AWS22 PHO-A SEM-C HPS-B  
AWS23 PHO-B SEM-C HSP-A  
AWS24 PHO-B SEM-C HPS-A  
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Appendix 3: Blank Score Sheets 

 
HPS-A 
HPS-1 (WET) 
Word vet  damp  wheat  splash west humid wed dripping net moist  welt  sponge
Answer              
 
HPS-2 (BAD) 
Word had   rotten  bat  worse bud severe dad awful bid evil  ad  horrible
Answer              
 
HPS-3 (BALL) 
Word doll  throw  bail  bowling wall play bald soccer tall catch  bell  moth

Answer              
 
HPS-4 (CAR) 
Word char  drive  care  wreck card motor cot truck par accident  cart  tire
Answer              
 
 
HPS-B 
HPS-5 (DOG) 
Word log  puppy  dug  mutt  bog beware daub tail dock animal  fog  poodle
Answer              
 
HPS-6 (FACE) 
Word fake  expression  fuss  eyes lace wrinkle fain cheek case mask  fame  beard
Answer              
 
HPS-7 (RIGHT) 
Word tight  perfect rife  accurate bright justify ripe turn rat answer  white  wrong
Answer              
 
HPS-8 (MAN) 
Word can  guy  main  boss  tan lady mean fellow van bachelor  mat  con
Answer              
 
 
HPS-C 
HPS-9 (PEN) 
Word pan  paper  hen  eraser pawn writing fen Bic when mark  pine  pal
Answer              
 
HPS-10 (RAIN) 
Word train  drench  ran  hail pain dew raise storm bane wind  rate  acid
Answer              
 
HPS-11 (MAIL) 
Word meal  deliver  mate  bills hail send mall express veil Zip  mole  envelope

Answer              
 
HPS-12 (TOP) 
Word mop  peak  tap  over  chop summit tock zenith hop spin  taupe  ceiling
Answer              
 
 
HSP-A 
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HSP-1 (WET) 
Word slippery  watt  paint  pet dry bet water well soak let  saturate  wit
Answer              
 
HSP-2 (BAD) 
Word good   lad  harmful  bag  villain band trouble bide terrible pad  corrupt  bed
Answer              
 
HSP-3 (BALL) 
Word bounce  bile  basket  balk golf fall tennis pall round bill  pitch  all
Answer              
 
HSP-4 (CAR) 
Word auto  call  engine  are  garage carp van core crash scar  trunk  far
Answer              
 
 
HSP-B 
HSP-5 (DOG) 
Word hound  dodge  bite  hog pet doff bone cog cat dawn  paw  dig
Answer              
 
HSP-6 (FACE) 
Word mouth  vase  nose  faith  frown fail makeup ace head fate  moustache  race
Answer              
 
HSP-7 (RIGHT) 
Word correct  rye  equal  night fair rile left bite angle rot  mistake  rice
Answer              
 
HSP-8 (MAN) 
Word woman  moon  sir  fan  super pan person map mister ran  uncle  mad
Answer              
 
 
HSP-C 
HSP-9 (PEN) 
Word ink  then  marker  ken  pencil pain notebook peg point ben  scribble  pun
Answer              
 
HSP-10 (RAIN) 
Word umbrella  main  weather  wren cloud rave pour brain thunder raid  puddle  range

Answer              
 
HSP-11 (MAIL) 
Word stamp  nail  receive  mile letters make fax sail post mill  address  maid
Answer              
 
HSP-12 (TOP) 
Word bottom  stop hill  tup  roof bop pinnacle cop apex tape  above  pop
Answer              
 
 
SEM-A 
SEM-1 (WET) 
Word slippery  damp  paint  splash dry humid water dripping soak moist  saturate  sponge
Answer              
 
SEM-2 (BAD) 
Word good   rotten  harmful  worse villain severe trouble awful terrible evil  corrupt  horrible
Answer              
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SEM-3 (BALL) 
Word bounce  throw  basket  bowling golf play tennis soccer round catch  pitch  moth
Answer              
 
SEM-4 (CAR) 
Word auto  drive  engine  wreck garage motor van truck crash accident  trunk  tire
Answer              
 
 
SEM-B 
SEM-5 (DOG) 
Word hound  puppy  bite  mutt pet beware bone tail cat animal  paw  poodle
Answer              
 
SEM-6 (FACE) 
Word mouth  expression  nose  eyes frown wrinkle makeup cheek head mask  moustache  beard

Answer              
 
SEM-7 (RIGHT) 
Word correct  perfect  equal  accurate fair justify left turn angle answer  mistake  wrong
Answer              
 
SEM-8 (MAN) 
Word woman  guy  sir  boss  super lady person fellow mister bachelor  uncle  con
Answer              
 
 
SEM-C 
SEM-9 (PEN) 
Word ink  paper  marker  eraser pencil writing notebook Bic point mark  scribble pal
Answer              
 
SEM-10 (RAIN) 
Word umbrella  drench  weather  hail cloud dew pour storm thunder wind  puddle  acid
Answer              
 
SEM-11 (MAIL) 
Word stamp  deliver  receive  bills letters send fax express post zip  address  envelope
Answer              
 
SEM-12 (TOP) 
Word bottom  peak  hill  over  roof summit pinnacle zenith apex spin  above  ceiling

Answer              
 
 
PHO-A 
PHO-1 (WET) 
Word vet  watt  wheat  pet west bet wed well net let  welt  wit
Answer              
 
PHO-2 (BAD) 
Word had   lad  bat  bag  bud band dad bide bid pad  ad  bed
Answer              
 
PHO-3 (BALL) 
Word doll  bile  bail  balk wall fall bald pall tall bill  bell  all
Answer              
 
PHO-4 (CAR) 
Word char  call  care  are  card carp cot core par scar  cart  far
Answer              
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PHO-B 
PHO-5 (DOG) 
Word log  dodge  dug  hog  bog doff daub cog dock dawn  fog  dig
Answer              
 
PHO-6 (FACE) 
Word fake  vase  fuss  faith lace fail fain ace case fate  fame  race
Answer              
 
PHO-7 (RIGHT) 
Word tight  rye  rife  night bright rile ripe bite rat rot  white  rice
Answer              
 
PHO-8 (MAN) 
Word can  moon  main  fan  tan pan mean map van ran  mat  mad

Answer              
 
 
PHO-C 
PHO-9 (PEN) 
Word pan  then  hen  ken  pawn pain fen peg when ben  pine  pun
Answer              
 
PHO-10 (RAIN) 
Word train  main  ran  wren pain rave raise brain bane raid  rate  range
Answer              
 
PHO-11 (MAIL) 
Word meal  nail  mate  mile hail make mall sail veil mill  mole  maid
Answer              
 
PHO-12 (TOP) 
Word mop  stop  tap  tup  chop bop tock cop hop tape  taupe  pop
Answer              
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Appendix	4:	Individual	Score	Sheets	
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